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Introduction 
To calculate the best route for your next cruise with a Weather Routing system, you need 
to:

• Get accurate weather forecast

• Know precisely your boat polars (or VPP) i.e. the speed of your boat for every TWS 

(WInd Speed) and TWA (Wind Angle)


Unfortunately, the VPPs that you can get on the web, computed by architects or by 
sailing organizations, are given for specific ideal navigation conditions, most often 
regattas with brand new racing sail sets, empty boat, folding propellor, optimum number 
of thinking crew, etc …


Therefore, they will rarely match the way you sail and will need to be roughly adapted to 
match you specific boat and navigation equipment (cruising sails, additional displacement 
due to water and diesel tanks, food, tender, …

`

Net: whatever the VPP you have loaded in your navigation system, they will never be 
precise enough as ideally, you would need a specific set of VPPs for each of your sailing 
type: regatta, week end sailing, long distance cruise.


The « one size fits all » does not work when it comes to calculate the best sailing route !

 

We have build Avalon VPP to enable you to create as many sets of VPPs as needed. This 
system will enable you calculate your own polars and integrate them directly into Avalon 
Offshore for Android or Avalon Offshore for iOS


It is design to cope with:

• Type of boat: sloop, ketch, yawl and some schooners.

• Sail types: jib, genoa (roller furling or not), spinnaker, asymmetric spinnaker, code 0 and 

optionally a mizzen sail.  

• Calculated TWS: 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25 and 30 knots

• Calculated TWA: 38, 40, 42, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 90, 95, 100, 110, 120, 135, 140, 

150, 160, 170 and 180 degrees.




Fonctionnement 
Please go to our web site at web www.avalon-routing.com then to the « VPP » tab where 
you will find a ling to the Avalon VPP page.


You will arrive to a first screen where you have to: 

• Select a a boat among a list of about 250 boats. If you do nt find your boat, pick one 

close to yours. You can then create your boat from this one by modifying all the 
parameters that are considered in the calculations. You can also modify the type of the 
boat and add the name of your boat. You can save it under the name of your own boat.


• Select between US and Metric system.

• Name your boat. You can also add some indication to remember then the condition 

where the VPPs should be used: regatta, long term cruise, etc … if you wish to 
calculate several sets of polars 


Click on « Customize your boat » to continue.


You can then open several tabs:

• Hull

• Jib/Genoa

• Spi

• Asy (Asymmetric Spinnaker)

• Code 0

• Mizzen 

http://www.avalon-routing.com


Hull 

You have to check the pre loaded data and correct them when necessary

If you do not know the exact data for some fields, you can click on the related « default » 
button » and the field will be set to a defaulted value.

Most of the missing but required information can be measured during the yearly 
careening of your boat (keel and rudder measurements).


To help you, diagrams showing requested data are displayed when your computer mouse 
is on the required field.




  




Main Sail 

Jib/Genoa 



Spinnaker 

Asymmetric Spinnaker 





Code 0 



Mizzen Sail 





VPP calculation  

When you have completed the data entry, you can launch the calculation. Avalon VPP will 
calculate the speed and the heeling at which the boat has reach its equilibrium for every 
TWS (wind speed) and every TWA (wing angle).

You have to run  the calculation process for every sail set that you need as Avalon 
Offshore is able to handle multiple sail sets when it calculates the optimum route.




This process consumes important resources on our servers. You need to wait for 15-30 
seconds for the process to complete and display the results.

 



Loading your customized VPPs into Avalon Offshore 

On the web, the system display the polar curves for a limited set of TWS: 6, 10, 16 and 20 
knots.

But when you will received your VPPs by email, you will get the data for:

• TWS: 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25 and 30 knots

• TWA: 38, 40, 42, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 90, 95, 100, 110, 120, 135, 140, 150, 160, 

170 and 180 degrees.


Such as those displayed below for a Sun Fast 3200 in a regatta configuration:   



Click on « send by email » to received your VPPs on  your email tablet, under .pol format.


 




Go to your tablet mail, open the the mail and then click on « copy to Avalon Offshore. 


Avalon will then ask you for your boat name and the VPP set. This will be useful if you 
want to use different set of data depending upon your planned cruise.


